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Synopsis 

The static magnetic susceptibilities from 1.3°K to 3C)0 °K and 

      oo ESR spectra from 1.5.rto~,Caoi several organic free radi-

cals have been measured on T~owder samoles. The broad maxima 

in the susceptibility which indicate antiferroma necic inter-

action and the broadening of ESR absortion lines have been 

observed. The data are analysed on the basis of the linear 

Heisenberg model and shown to be consistent with the one-dimen-

sional In,_:;''netic chain model of isotropic eachanne interaction. 

Discussions are made on the arourm s of susccntioility, ES2, 

and snecific heat measurements. In addition GO a short range 

ord_erinh of spins a possibility of lon. r -n ;e ordering is a__so 

discussed in two radicals:BDPA-B and " ) ; , on the basis 

of discontinuities of the slope of susceptibility, the r _sid 

broadenino of the ESR linewidth, and disap Dearance of the 

ESR absorption.



 In  troduction 

      Since the ?. ., tore of free r,id . ool chemistry dated from 

1900 when Gombe ubl_is'.ed h~7, discovery of the first stable 

radical, triphenylmeth II,) a number of stable radicals have 

been prepared and investi„a .tedby means of modern techniques`) 

It is now possible to detect, and even to study, extremely un-

stable free radicals. as it is our purpose to e_-amine the ex- 

char. e interaction between unpaired electrons, the eresen_t 

study is Confined to the stable radicals which can be obtained 

in a substantial concentration. ... free radical is , as is well 

known, an atom, molecule or co ..ilex which containsone or merP 

unpaired electrons. In the present rarer we are concerned exclu-

sively with 01 anic free radicals which have one unpaired electron 

on each molecule. 

      The magnetic properties of the organic free radicals have 

attracted much interest in recent years. 1! lthouph the radical 

molecules cons;titutinp the solid are quite com- licated, the 

solid itself can be simply resarded as an array of molecules 

each containing; one unpaired electron in its hi hest est filled 

orbital. The paramagnetic susceptibility is at first sight 

described by the Curie law: S(S+l)/5! T, which can be 

C applied to the radical solids with H spins of S=1/2. For all 

radicals measured in sone tee-.perature range above 7?OK this 

si;nsle relation does not hold and the deviation apparently can 

be explained by the Curie-Weiss law with negative eiss con-

stants which imply an sntiferromo fnetic exchange interaction.



 between  the  uneaired  electrons. Some of the ion radical salts 

and charge transfer complexes exhibit the anomalous priramagnE_-- 

tism which can be interpreted in terms of an exchange-coupled 

pair model) This anomalous peramagnetism arises from s',:ron 

exchange coupling between the unpaired electrons on adjacent 

molecules, each pair forming a lower singlet state end an upper 

triplet state- As temperature is lowered, the singlet level 

becomes increasingly populated as exrence of the triplet level 

so that the suscegbibilitg decreases. The susceptibility for 

sinz-let ground state dimers, each having a triplet state lying 

at an energy A above this ground state is given as 

          =(Ng213-S(S+1)/T)[1“1/5)exp(A/kT)]-1(1) 

where S=1. in the ion radical salts or charge transfer correelexes 

the charged diam:-,Tnetic molecules may be considered to nay an 

important role to form dimers. or simplification we limit 

ourselves to the radicals ,!hich are electrically neutral. The 

unpaired electron occupies a- molecular orbital spreading over 

a whole molecular framework. According to the investigation of 

hyperfine splittings of nitroxide radicals lie =OL* the un-

paired electron is exclusively localized on N-0 bond, On the 

other hand, BDPA** has the delocelized spin densities, even on 
                                   -6) 

the carbontoms of biphenylene.5 We studied the manetic pro-

perties of two tyes of radicals in order to the.exchanc,-e 

interaction between the unpaired electrons would be affected by the 

*' 

• **1
,-bisdiphenylene-2-phenyl-ally
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delocalizetion of an unpaired . electron. The stable r•ed-ical.s 

studied here are followin7 compounds. 

     In many stable neutral radicals the susceptibility deviates 

from the Curie-eiss lnw nt low temperatures and shows a broad 

maximum. Rozentsev et al. have observed the tempera lure depend-

ence of the intensities of a h sr:ectra. of 'TA_ OL and found a 

broad maximum in the intensities near 6027) f e susceatibilte r 
                                                 a_o) 

was measured by several investiators'and a broad maximum 

at 5°K was found. They LJ ested that such a behavior of the 

;arama71et is well described by the Heisenbergone-di..on.siceal 

model with isotropic antiferromc 7netic interaction. The mamnetic 

susceptibility of BDPA-Bz has been measured above liouid. nitro .Ten 

temperatures by Duffy10) and in the helium re;:.ion by Edelstein 

et al. and by rake et al.11)Iam11ton et all`have used the proton 

Kni,ht shift to measure the. susceptibility and also measured the 

                                                                                                               o -r 
s; ecific heat. They 'obtained the maximum susceptibility at 5.7 

and explained phenomena tentatively. However, the accuracy of 

 measurements and the methods of analysis do not seem s tis- 

factory-

     Or3anic free radicals have pl to-like structure of low 

 *gym,andd~scrystalline1--,I-t1 s;y- symmetry..~..~ccondenseinto aso-d.L;,~~a s...911 

                                                                  coordinationnumber, : s is seen from X-ray analysis of several 

        15) radicals.Therefore, the medicsls mHy form m- netic chain
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or plane different from three-dimensionally interacting spin 

system. Since the distance between chains or planes is presumed 

much seater then the distance between nearest molecules in 

the chain or plane, the exchan7e coupling between nearest-neigh-

bor electrons in different chains or planes is much weaker 

than that between nearest neighbor electrons in the same chain 

or plane. The orbital occupied by the unpaired electrons is 

`pz 7-orbital tal which has a uniaxial angular dependence. Therefore, 

we conjecture that ora .nic free radicals is likely to form 

"magnetic chain" rather than "may-ne tic plane". 

From the theoretical point of view, the one-dimensional 

model of spin interaction is of considerable interest since it 

admits of an exact solution under certain simplifications which 

may actually be possible in some cases. The magnetic behaviors 

have several features different from those of the usual three-

dimensional spin systems. 

     The susceptibility and hSR measurements of several neutral 

stable radicals using a magnetic torsion balance and an fSit 

spectrometer at low temperatures were carried out in order to 

examine the exc'hane interaction and s„in correlation in ornic 

free radicals and to compare the observed values with the theo-

retically calculated ones. A more quantitative inter-aareta_tion.s of 

the magnetic behaviors will be made toether with the data 

published previously.



 Experimental 

      The radicals TANOL ,and its derivatives were prepared through 

the oxidation c)7 the corresponding amine of 4-substituted 

,2,6,6-tetramethylpiper.idine following the same process as 

that of l~o$antsevi0) They were purified a few times through 

recrystallizin ; from ethereal alcohol. The details of the sin- 

thesis have been published elsewherel7) The sam les of 3D2 and 

its derivatives were prepared according to the -er•ocedures of 

Koelsh13) and of Kuhn and Neu;eba.uer°-)After recryctallization 

from benzene-benzine solution melting points agreed well with 

the values in the literatures. Elementary analysis of carbon, 

hydrogen and nitrogen of each sample corresponded closely to 

the calculated values. As reported by Kuhn et al., the radical 

solid BDPA com-.,dexes readily with solvent molecules such as be-

zene and acetone. BDPA with 1 mole benzene , will be, hereafter, 

a_bhrev aced as BDPA-Bz and LDPA containing; no benzene molecule 

as BDPA. BDPA-Bz was heated in vacuo at about0°'forseveral                                                     9~~C,goylegal 

hours and then BDPA was obtained. BBDFA whose data have been pub-

lished previously will be suspected to contain I mole crystal 

benzene. 

     The susceptibility measurements were done by the me neti_c 

torsion balnnce described elsewhere1 J) on the powder samples of 

about 100-50 m;y in field of 8.8 Me. he measurements on all 

samples were carried out in the temperature region attainable oy 

pumpin7 on liquid helium. The ferromagnetic impurities were not 

found on all samples by chec's.iny the field dependence of magneti-

zation up to 12 KOe at 4.2°K. Temperatures were measured with a
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carbon resister and an AuCo-Cu thermocouple calibrated by mea-

suring the megnetic susceptibility of manganese Tutton salt and 

vapor pressures of liquid helium, liquid hydrogen and liquid 

nitrogen, respectively. 

     ESR absorption spectra were observed between 1.50H and 

  0 77Kusing JES-S10E type X-band spectrometer with an 10 Hz 

field modulation. The cavity with TE02                                       Smode was immersed in a 

liquid helium bath. Temperatures were measured with a carbon 

resister and an AuCo-Cu thermocouple attached to the cavity 

wall. An aqueous solution of peroxylamine disulfonate was used 

as a standard for the estimation of g-value at room temperature. 

i'.agnetic field was calibrated from a hyperfine splitting of Na++ 

in d1 0.

Results 

Susceptibility. The data have been corrected for diamagnetism 

using Pascal's constants° The calculated diamagnetic contri-

bution is listed in Table 1. The absolute molar susceptibility, 

                                                                         correctedr for~~1p1f1Jno tJ_STn, was comparedwith various 

theoretical calculations. All radicals discussed here obey 

the Curie-Weiss law with a negative Weiss constant, a , in 

a relatively high. temperature region. The radical concentration 

of each sample determined from the su ceyetiDiliy was found out 

to be nearly 100 % wit'r n the limit of the exnerir entai accuracy.



At lower  tcui  e  ^  cures the molar sus ceatibility, ho-ever, deviates 

from the Curie-eiss law and reaches a broad e- ximum at the 

temperature, T
iTl .The values 0 , Tm,andX. (aaax_r2ua suse 

ceptibility at T
m) of each sample are summarized in Table 1. 

On decreasin_; the tempera Lure furi,her, the susceptibility 

decreases comparatively slowly towards a finite susceptibility 

at 2.0°K' 9The valuesI~ _inTable 1 are roughly estimated      -0.1-0 

by extranole tion of~t-Tcurve. Figs.  2-4 showmolar suscepti- 

bilities of the radicals. 

ESR. ESR measurements were carried out in powder samples. 

The g-values Were practically isotropic and close to the free 

electron g-fector in all radicals, which is used in the theo-

retical calculation of susceptibility. IS absorption spectrum 

in each sample shows a c inale line which has an exchange-narrowed 

Lorentz shape. The linewidth, which was taken to be the peak-to-

Teak llnewidth of the first derivative of the absorption spectrum, 

started to increase rapidly as the temperature was decreased. 

below T the susceptibility went throu,Jh a broad maximum. 

The ESR lines of the radicals except p-cl-hDA* can be observed 

o_ 
above the tem;eerature l.o 1Lbut the ESR line of p-C1-SDFx 

broadens out and dicFmr,cars as the temperature approaches to 2.8°K 

from higher temperatures. )Fes 5-7 show the temperature dependence 

of the linewidths of the radicals. 

*1
,3-bisdiphenylene-2-p-chlorophenyl-allyl
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Discussion 

Susceptibility. It ;nay be conjectured that the neutral organic 

free radicals unlike ion radical salts have little tendency 

to form dieters. This fact is confirmed by comparison of the 

experimentally obtained susceptibility with that of the dimes 

model described by Eq. (1). If one would enumerate the energy 

separation between singlet and triplet states, Li , of Eq. (1) 

from a following relation, 

L/k=l . 60T,n,(2) 

Eq. (1) will reproduce qualitatively the experimental results of 

susceptibility but the magnitude of paramagnetic susceptibility 

differs from the observed. The theory predicts much larger value ., 

        at Tm than the observed one and besides a deviation of 2/-max' 

 susceptibility becomes larger as decreasing the temperature below 

Tm. For instance, /(max in TANOL is equal to 226x10-4 emu/mol in 

contrast to the theoretical Xmax 298x10-4 emu/mol calculated 

from Eras. (1) and (2) using Tm=6.5°K. Therefore, it may be safely 
said that a pairin,7 of electron spins in the radicals or a 

dimerization of molecules does not occur. 

Edelstein has employed successfully the linear Isin, model 

for the quakative interpretation of the susceptibilities of 
             1) i3DPA-3z and PAC. Ising models are theories treating spatiality 

localized spins be careen which the exchange coupling is represented 

as -2JS. S. Although Stout and Chisholm have treated           1z. 

the small interactions between Ising chains in Cud., by 

                                     ` introducing a molecular field;organic flee radicals have
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never been observed to have so large anisotropic character- In 

fact all of organic free radicals have nearly isotropic g-values, 

so th't the linear Icing model does not explain our results 

quantitatively. Therefore, we presume that it is not adequate to 

discuss the magnetic properties of organic free radicals on the 

basis of IsLng models. 

      Soos et al. have analysed the temperature dependence of 

the magnetic susceptibility by treating the system as an alter-

nating one-dimensional chain of Heisenberg spins 3) the Hamil-

tonian is (riven by 

H=212J(l+d)S:iS2i+J(l-d)S2iS2i+1 1 '(5) 
where J(l+d) and J(1-d) are the exchange constants between 

neighboring spins and d is a parameter that represents a degree 

of alternation. The theoretical susceptibility results do not 

agree unfortunately with the more exact treatments for limiting 
d, 

cases of d=1 and D=0. Recently Duffy et al. obtained the exact 

ei:envalue spectrum and thermodynamic properties of the same 

Iamiltoni_en ,s En. (3) and made comparison with experiments. 

They fitted susceptibility data with success in ion radic :l 

salts, charge transfer complexes and only PAC and doubly nitrat-

ed DPPH among neutral radicals. When d'0, that is, an inter-
                                                                                                                                      at. 

mediate alternation,there is an excited state with an energy 

zap from the ground state at T=0°K so that susceptibility 
                                              C 

decreases exponentially as T-0°K. These Ahemes fail to explain 

a finite susceptibility at T=0°K unless d=0. 

Previous to these works, theoretical calculations of the 

thermodynamic properties of one-dimensional long chains with
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 isotropic and anisotropic interactions have been done by Grilfi theL 5 

 and 13onner and Fisher.  The corres onding spin Hamiltonian is 

given by 

1z i+lz ix~.+_.._~ciy~+ly (4) 

 which reduces to the Ising case when r=0 and the Heisenberg 

 case when r=1. i3onner end Fisher also estimated the behaviors 

 of susceptibility and specific heat for N-i uc . The susceptibility 

 for pure antiferroma netic Heisenberg_; chain displays a round 

maximum and corresponding; specific heat exhibits the anomaly of 

Schottky type. One of the crystalline solids which clearly exhibit 

antiferromagnetic linear chain behaviors is Cu(NH3)4SO4.H2O, 

whose mernetic quantities can be explained qualitatively and 

also (7utitatively in terms of this model since each Cu++ on 

 couples within a -O-Cu-O-Cu-O- chain and interaction between 

chains arener,ligible:7) 

      Organic free radicals have a plate-like structure of low 

symmetry with a small coordination number. Thus the radicals 

may be expected to form mgnetic chains as is already described 

in the introduction. Therefore, it is reasonable to analyse and 

discus s the results using the theory of one-dimensional Heisenberg 

model based on Bonner and Fisher's calculations, which will be 

briefly summarized in the case of isotropic Heisenberg interaction 
it. 

with r=l and N-joo in Eq. (4). The susceptibility displays a 

rounded m=aximum of height 

9Cmax/(2r/IJI )=0.0']34-5(5) 

atkTm/I JI=1.282.(c)
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The corresponding specific heat shows a Schottky type anom?ly 

associated with the broad susceptibility maximum and goes through 

the maximum of height 

      C /Nk=0.350(7) 
                      max 

atkT mc/1Jl =0.962.(8) 
It is worth remarking that Xl~ can approach a finite nonzero 

value j.n, _Gat T=0°K as there is no energy gap between the 
             1- 

ground state and the first excited states when r=l and N ao. 

X", is given by the following relation with the parameter J, 
   1=U 

                T=C/'~`lJ I) =0.05006.(9) 
One can obtain the parameter J in Eq. (4) frog several relations 

(5), (6), (S) and (9). Assuming the value J from the experiment-

ally obtained Tm with use of the relation (6), we evaluate the 
values A .7,jandi~T =0, which are dependent on a manner of                 max' 

evaluation of J. On the other hand, ratios x max/ j'T_0 and Tm/Tmc 

are independet of the parameter J and equal to 1.45 and 1.33, 

respectively. 

YANOL system: The temperature dependence of the magnetic suscep-

tibilities of TANOL and TADIN* have been reported by several 

investigators:-9)'`S) In the case of TANOL the exchange parameter 

was obtained as I J I/k=5.0°K, which agrees well with the one from 
at 

the relation e =2zJS(S+l)/3k with a nearest neighbor parameter 

z=2, S=l/2 and Weiss constant e =-6.0°K. x max, 218x10-4 
emu/mol, thus obtained from Eq. (5) is in good agreement with the 

*2 ,`,~, tetramethylpiperidine-l-oxyl
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experimental value, 7' max=226x1C-4emu/mol. ,T=0 was then evalu- 
ated to he130x10-4emu/mol by extrapolation, while the same 

value is also expected from Eq. (9). The Heisenberg linear chain 

for NQ and r=1 nredicts the theoretical ratio of 2/                                                maxT=G 
=1.45. On the other hand, the observed ratio, X ,nar//2.1=0, is 

equal to 1.5 (Table 1), which is quite well in accord with the 

theory. It may he said, therefore, that spins in TANOL interact 

one-dimensionally with each other and the interaction is isotro-

-ic in the sense of Heisenberg exchange interaction . A precise 

determination of the crystallographic structure of TANOL is mono-
   .O0 

clinic: a=7.052+0.O1C A, b=14.031+0.018 A, c=5.730+0.010 A, and 

3=118o401+10'. The molecules are aggregated. by the hydrogen bond. 

and form chains parallel to a-axis14) However, it is difficult to 

conclude whether the direction of linear exchange interaction 

is alorv3 the direction of hydrogen bonding; or along c-axis 

where the lattice constant is the shortest. We engage in clarifying 

this point in question. 

:he susceptibility of TADIN shows a broad maximum at T = 

2.3°K, after which X, decreases slowly towards constant suscep-

tibility. J/k=-1.3°K, which is obtained by following the same 

procedure mentioned above, reproduces well the experimental 
at. 

susceptibilityXIM x'max' and~,n~  1=0.The ratio`max/Ar-0=1., 
is 31so in good accord with the theory. Therefore, TADINis 

considered to be one of the one-dimensional Heisenberg antiferro-

mane ts.
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        he susceptibilities of TANOL derivatives (R=methyl, ethyl, 

r hen-.rl, and cyclohexyl in Fig. 1 exhibit no broad maxima in the 

temperature range as low as 1.,'3°K but deviate slightly from the 

Cur ie- ei: s law below 4°K. The Weiss constants were found 

  to be about 0°K (methyl and ethyl derivatives), -1°K (phenyl 

  derivative), and -2.5°K (cyclohexyl derivative). The bulkier 

substituent the radical has, the larger the Weiss constant becomes, 

but the exchange interaction are less than 1.5°K. The fact 

that TANOL has such a large exchange interaction as compared 

  with those of TANOL derivatives may be ascribed to either the 

  difference on lattice distance of the crystal axis along which 

  the ma netic chains are formed or the difference. in the stren:.;th 

  of the hydrogen bond which was-found out by infrared absorption 

sectr;,1 in nujol. The details of this ascription will be published_ 

elsewhere: 

BDPA system: The molar susceptibility of BDPA-Bz, shown in Fig. 3. 

  exhibits a broad maximum at Tm=5.6°K. )(max and 2(, T-0 are obtained 
  to be 19g and 150x10-4emu/mol, respectively- Considering                                                                                x .~,~x/      

., _0=1.3 and the temperature dependence of the susceptibility 

  at especially low temperature region, the data are also well 

explained. in terms of the Hamiltonian (N--) oo and r=1) described 

above. Then we obtain J/k=-4.4°K. If one excludes benzene mole g. 

cules from uDPA-Bz by heating;, the exchange interaction becomes 

  larger from -4.4°K to -3.5°K. This radical, BDP:L, also shows 

  susceptibility decresing; towards a finite suscertibility at 

.T=O°K after T
m=10.9°K.But ratio=1.7 is larger                                  mgt ~-0
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tan 611C theoretical one, since X -=153x10-4emu/mol is a little 
                                        max 

l...r_-7er than the theoretical Xinax=130.{10einu/mol.Thus3DPA 
has alto the one-dimensional Heisenberg interaction like i DPA-.dz. <, 

This fact is understood by assuming that the removal of benzene 

molecules does not affect the spin structure in , D 'A-z but causes 

the stronger exchange interaction. 

The data of p-Cl-BDPA are similar to those of .DPA-3z as 

sho,4n in Fig. 4 and summarized in Table 1. Therefore, the magnetic 

properties of p-Cl-BDPA are similar to those of BDPA-Bz . 

However, a discontinuity in the slope of susceptibility was 

found at about 2.8°K, after which the susceptibility rises again. 

This rising in.the susceptibility have also been found in the 

neighborhood of 1.7°K in BDPA-Bzll) Such a discontinuity in

p-Cl-BDPA indicates that there may be a phase transition into 

an antiferromngnetic state. This will be discussed together with 

the data of ESR measurement at a later part of the discussion. 

In the magnetic properties of BDPA-Bz and p-Cl-BDPA there 

is a slight but significant difference between experiment and 

theory,is,thatis lower than the theoretically predicted                       max 

one. At first sight, the radical concentration seems to become 

lower as lowering the temperature. At T
m an assumed concentration 

decreases to S0 % in both radicals. However, this is not due 

to a poor radical concentration as one can understand from the 

facts that I) if the radical has low concentration, the amount 

of the deviation of susceptibility is constant in all tempera-

ture, 2) the radical concentrations of BDPA-Bz and p-Cl-BDPA 

are equal to about 100 % if we estimate from the susceptibility
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 above 77°K,~'afterheat -                 _.):i3D~xofteePat tr. ea~rnent of r~D~. 4Bz has about 

 100 % radical concentration in all temperature ranges. Although 

 this effect is not completely accountable at .resent, it ;nay be 

 associated with the electronic properties of allyl radicals 

• 

 which beh!lve as semiconductors;°) as pointed out by Fedders 

 and Kommandeur31) 

ESR. A distinct character of linear magnetic chains is the deve-

 lopment of short range magnetic ordering without a.definite 

 transition to long range ordering at low temperature. The short 

r:Jn;•e magnetic ordering developed remarkably near Tm can be 

 observed in the increase of ESR linewidth below T . The data are 

 illustrated in Fis. 5-7. The linewidth of each sample increases 

 with lowering the temperature below Tm. Recently, temperature 

dependence of exchange narrowed ESR linewidth of linear anti-

 ferromagnetic chains with the anisotropic exchange coupling was 

 calculated by Kawasaki, using double-time Green function method:`) 

 She pound a following relation, 

L H/ A H oo=AT-1/4(10) 

in the vicinity of 0°K where 4H0.0 is the linewidth at infinite 

 temperature and A is a constant. The observed linewidth versus 

 tempperu lure below 77°K can be fitted to a following empirical 

 relation, 

ZS 11=aexp(3Tm/T)(11) 

 where a and $ are constant and a may infer d Ham. The values 

a and 3 of each sample are summarized in Table 2. We cannot fiu • 

 the data with the relation (10) in a wide temperature region, even
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when t'he other exp-nents are spplied. The broadening_; o2 the 

resonance may be attributed to an increase in the correlation 

time of the exchange motion because of magnetic ordering below 

the temperature of the susceptibility maximum. This pronounced 

increase in linewidth of paramagnetic resonance provides an 

additional support for the present interpretation made from the 

susceptibility data. 

In p-Cl-BDPA the relation (ii) holds above 4°K. Intensities 

of ESR spectra decrease immediately below 4°K and simultaneously 

ESR linewidths broaden out. The disappearance and broadening. of 

the lines may be attributed to the coupling between neighboring 

chains, which induces a spontaneous magnetization. This phenome-

non may infer the onset of long =ge ordering, as it may be 

considered chat the subsequent rapid increase of linewidth is 

due to the critical fluctuation of electron spins in the neigh-

borhood of the transition temperature. 

     In the case of BDPA-Bz the ESR signal is so feeble that 

we cannot also observe an absorption at about l.6°KL. This fact 

   probably related with the specific heat anomaly at 1.78°K. 

Specific heat. According to the specific heat measurements of 

TANOL33) and BDPA-Bz,12) Schottky type anomalies associated with 

the broad maximum susceptibility have been obtained at 4°K and ,m 

3°K, respectively. The anomalies are predicted by the one-dimen-

sional Heisenberg model. The maximum specific heat in TANOL is 

nearly what is expected by Heisenberg chains rather than Isin; 

chains although in BDPA-Bz it is much smaller. The discrepancy 

in magnitude might be explained by assuming some type of elect-
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ronic band ',tructure21) The ratio of T
m T is unconnected                     mme 

with the oxchange integral J and equal to 1.3 for Heisenberg 

chains and 2.4 for Isin., chains. The observed. Tm/Tmc=1.6(TANOL) 

and 1.7(i3D2A-3z) deviate a little from the theoretically pre-

dicted one. The agreement with the theory is not so bad if one 

takes into account of the accuracy of Tmc. Thus, the results of 

specific heat measurements of TANOL and bDPA-13z are not contra-

dictory to the interpretation from the susceptibility measure-

ments. 

Other radicals. The magnetic properties of other radicals are 

briefly discussed below. 

In porphyrexide the magnetic properties can be explained 

by the king model rather than the linear Heisenberg model. 

It is probably because the radical has a very small amount of 

anisotropy, which reduces the Heisenberg type magnetic properties 

to the Ising type ones. The effect of this anisotropy was found 

in the temperature dependence of ESR linewidtu5) 

     The susceptibility data of DANO(di-p-anisyl-nitroxide) 

were shown by Duffy et al.) to be consistent with the nearest 

neighbor antiferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange of a quadratic 

layer lattice because the radical is a magnetically layered 

crystal, as infered from the X-ray crystallographic study of 

Hansom') But as shown in Table 1, x/ jtT =Oand T /T                maxm me 

(T =30K) are a completely good agreement with the linear Heisen-
  mc 

berg model. This radicalpresumably has an one-dimensional 

interaction owin to the possibility for the radical to form
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a ma:7netic chain instead of a mNgnetic cuadratic layer- This 

may be understandable from taking into account that the molecu-

lar orbitals of the unpaired electrons have uniaxial angular 

dependence. 

Exch%nge interaction ction mechanism. The exchange interaction on gi-

na tefrom an overlap of the wave functions of the unpaired 

electrons. In compounds of transition ions, d-orbitals spread 

spaeially towards a few directions so that magnetic planes can 

be formed. On the other hand, in organic free radicals the wave 

functions are described by pZ -T-orbitals which have uniaxial 

an,';ul=ar dependence. The exchange mechanism may be such that 

the interaction between unpaired electrons takes place through 

the. overlap of the 1r-orbitals as shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, 

it may be understood that the neutral organic free radicals are 

one-dimensional antiferromagnets, 

Possible existence of long range ordering. It is well known 

from the theoretical point of view37) that the isolated magnetic 

linear chains have not any magnetic phase transition but the 

broad maximum susceptibility and that under the existence of 

the small interaction between chains there occurs the magnetic it 

transition from the short range ordered state to the long range 

                                                                                                                                       ^L. 

ordered state in the lower temrerature region. A sharp coopera 

tive transition in organic free radicals have never been observed, 

althou:Th phase transitions associated with crystal deformation 

78) were found. There is a possibility for neutral organic free 

radicals to go into a long range ordered state since the inter-

action between-chains cannot always be neglected. The data
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 of  BDPA-Bz  and  p  -C1.-  HDPA  are  considered to imply long range 

order at Neltempers ;ores 1.78°K and 2.2°K, respectively, 

because of 1)the discontinuities of. 0(?/dT found at 1.7°K in 

6Dl'A-Bz11) and 2.8°K in p-Cl-BDPA, 2) the rabid broadening and 

disappearance of ESN absorption lines, and 3) the specific heat 

anomaly at 1.73°K in BDPA-Bz12) The long range order in other 

radicals would be found if the experiments at lower temperatures 

were performed. 

Conclusion 

      The rn'ignetic properties of neutral organic free radicals 

were discussed qualitatively and Quantitatively on the basis 

of the linear Heisenberg model from the followings: 1) qualitative 

behavior of %lei'2) A' max at Tm, 3) finite2C,T =0' 4) 9(max/1T=O' 

5) Schottky type anomaly of specific heat, 6) T /T , and 7) ESR                                          m me 

linewidth. Although the interpretations may be tentative, except 

the cases of TANOL and BDPA-Bz, for lack of data from crystal 

structure and/or specific heat measurements, the data of magnetic 

susceptibility, ESR linewidth, and specific heat are consistent 

with the linear Heisenberg antiferromagnetic exchange model in 

neutral or; anic free rad.ic.-3 is . In comparison with a strong at 

exchange interact on in a chain, the magnetic interaction bet-

ween the chains is estimated to be very weak and so the neutral 

organic free radicals may be considered as one of the suitable 

crystals for studying the short range order effect of the magnetic 

transition process.
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 Figure Captions 
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Table 2,  Parameters of 

linewidth:

tempera Lure 

H=aexp(5T m/T)

dependent
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